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OLORADO has always been proud of its mountains and rightly so; 
it is often referred to in the Union as 'the mountain state', about 
6o per cent of its area is mountainous, and contains fifty-four peaks 

over 14,ooo ft. and some three hundred over 13,000 ft. Further, its 
mountaineering history has some unique aspects. 

And yet, Colorado's mountains have been seldom mentioned in 
mountaineering journals; if in modern times they may have deserved a 
passing mention it has been because of a new route on Long's Peak. But 
on the whole, the Rockies of Colorado are almost unrecorded in the 
mountaineering world abroad. 

In this paper, an effort has been made to outline briefly the characteris
tics of this area, and to review its mountaineering past; a few personal 
experiences are also added. 

The mountains of Colorado belong almost completely to the Rocky 
Mountain range of North America; a few outliers are sometimes 
mentioned as independent lesser chains, but in features and heights they 
are unimportant. 

The Rockies of Colorado are grouped into a number of ranges (see 
sketch-map), some of which are actually prolongations of others. Some
what loosely and with some injustice to precise geography, they can be 
grouped into ten important sections. The state of Colorado is a perfect 
rectangle in shape; the Rockies enter into its western third from Wyoming, 
to the north, and split, then, into two parallel chains which unite in the 
centre of the state. The first is the Front range, a loose name that applies 
to almost all mountains looking out on the eastern prairies. It runs from 
the Rocky Mountain National Park, in the north, to Pikes Peak, in the 
centre of the state; its main sections are: the national park mentioned, 
an important group of peaks rising over deep valleys, well endowed with 
granitic walls, remnant glaciers, lakes and rolling prairies. Peaks range 
from Io,ooo ft. to the 14,256 ft. high Long's Peak, a mountain of fame 
throughout the country for the variety of routes opened on its East face. 
South of the Rocky Mountain National Park lies a short chain averaging 
13,000 ft., formed by rock peaks, which are collectively called sometimes 
Indian Peaks, sometimes the Snowy range; further reference will be 
given below. The Indian Peaks end in the neighbourhood of Berthoud 
Pass and south of it we find two groups of rounded, high summits: the 
western group is formed by Grays and Torreys Peaks, both 14,270 ft. 
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high, and a number of lesser mountains; the eastern group, overlooking 
Denver, capital of the state, is formed by Mount Evans, 14,264 ft., and 
Bierstadt, 14,o6o ft.; Mount Evans has an auto road to its top, and a 
station for cosmic rays studies. 

Pikes Peak, 14,110 ft., is perhaps the best known mountain in the 
United States; it is a broad mass, some fifty miles east of the main ridge 
and rising in the fringe between the wooded foothills and the grassland 
or prairies. It is snow-covered at least seven months of the year; like 
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Mount Evans, it has an auto road to the summit, as well as a cogged 
railway, built in 1890, which climbs from Manitou Springs slopes of 25 
per cent grades. Pikes Peak had an important role in American history, 
for being the showpiece of the Rockies, it became a symbol of American 
expansion toward the west. 

The Park range is a rather modest section, west of the Front range, 
culminating in 12,220 ft. high Mount Zirkel, and a small number of 
lesser peaks; this range is desirable mostly for being seldom visited and, 
in the winter, for its ski resort at Steamboat Springs, the oldest in 
Colorado. 

The Gore range, south of the Park range, is different; it is a long chain, 
running from the Rabbit Ears Pass, south of Steamboat Springs, and 
reaching to near Leadville. It was named after an Irish nobleman who 
hunted buffaloes in the mid-nineteenth century; its highest point is 
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Mount Powell, 13,534 ft . ; its numerous lesser peaks are rocky and its 
foothills heavily forested. 

The Front range and the two western ranges, Park and Gore, seem to 
come to a meeting point in a knot located west of the towns of Brecken
ridge and Alma; this knot is collectively called Mosquito range and it 
contains other sections like the Tenmile range, which reaches its highest 
point in Quandary Peak, 14,264 ft., and in Crystal, Fletcher and Pacific, all 
over 13,900 ft. The rest of the Mosquito is a group of high peaks, said 
to have b~en occupied by prospectors and miners up to 14,ooo ft; they 
are Mount Lincoln, 14,286 ft., the highest, and three other 14,ooo-ers. 

In the centre of Colorado there is a tangle of high chains, all west of 
the Mosquito. The westernmost is the spectacular Elk range, a set of 
half a dozen peaks over 14,000 ft. characteristic for their stratified 
layers and warm brown rock; these attractive peaks show prominently 
south of Aspen, particularly the twin Maroon Bells (14,0I4 and 14,156 
ft.). 

Between the Elk and the Mosquito is located the Sawatch, an old and 
eruptively eroded mountain range, that includes among its fifteen 
14,ooo-ers the highest peaks of the state; Mounts Elbert (14,431 ft.), 
Harvard (14,420 ft.) and Massive (14,418 ft.) are the chief; but the most 
important from some standpoints other than height is the lowest of them, 
Mount of the Holy Cross ( 14,005 ft. ). 

There is a mountain in the distant West 
That, sun defying, in its deep ravines 
Displays a cross of snow upon its side ... 

This famous peak owes its reputation to a deep gash that slashes 
perpendicularly its North-east face, and whose upper fifth is horizontally 
crossed by a platform; this singular feature is filled with snow most of 
the year. The upright of the cross is about I ,400 ft. long, and the arms 
extend about 200 ft. to each side; part of the platform collapsed in recent 
years. 

The Sawatchs are high, but rounded and slate; a few walls and ridges 
offer difficult, although short, climbs particularly on La Plata ( 14,340 ft. ). 

The southern part of the state has a rather confusing topography; 
between the town of Salida and the border with New Mexico runs the 
Sangre de Cristo (Blood of Christ), a range thus named because of the 
rich colours of the alpenglow that Spanish settlers witnessed with 
advantage from the San Luis valley; this range, of hardened layer rock, 
contains a dozen peaks over 13,700 ft., the highest of which is Sierra 
Blanca (Spanish for 'White Saw'), 14,317 ft. 

The south-west mountains, collectively called the San Juan Alps, are 
often declared the finest in Colorado; with its topography still not well 
defined, the San Juan high country offers a rich variety of high peaks (of 
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which eleven are over 14,000 ft. and one hundred over 13,000 ft.); colour 
is one of their main characteristics, since the conglomerates, quartzites 
and iron-stained volcanic rocks offer different shades of black, red, 
orange and purple. On the average, the peaks are in all shapes and rocky. 
Some fine climbs have been done in them, but the rock is said to be 
generally unreliable. 

An outlying lesser range, west of the San Juan, is the San Miguel, 
composed of some ten fine rock peaks, of which Mount Wilson is the 
highest ( r 4, 246 ft.), but Lizard Head (I 3, I I 3 ft.) is the most spectacular; 
the latter is a rock tower that springs upward to a sharp summit, from a 
rounded and eroded dome. The tower, soo ft. high, was not climbed 
until 1920. 

All these ranges rise above heavily forested valleys and rolling hills, 
the forest belt reaching as high as I I,ooo ft., but isolated clusters of pines 
and junipers are often found higher; the forests of the lower slopes also 
include firs and, above all, aspen, whose leaves, when dyed gold and 
orange in the early autumn are a celebrated sight throughout the country. 
The vegetation reaches high, often climbing to a few feet below the tops; 
the high tundra, beginning at timberline, is rich in flowers, particularly 
in late spring (June and July): blue gentians, daisies, pentstemons, 
mountain primrose and some hard cushion plants with dwarf flowers. 
The flower par excellence of Colorado, however, is the blue columbine 
( aquilegia caerulea ), which grows better in isolated valleys, between 
g,ooo and I I,soo ft., mostly in shady forests or under rock shelters. 

Such a rich vegetation favours an equally rich animal life; and indeed, 
few places in the world are so well endowed as Colorado is in this respect. 
Large animals are the mountain lion, bear, coyote, deer, elk (local name 
for the Canadian wapiti), and the bighorn mountain sheep; lesser ones, 
far more numerous, are the marmot and the cony, which inhabit the high 
tundra rocky slopes, and the chipmunk, porcupine, beaver and a variety 
of squirrels and rabbits. Birds are equally plentiful: jays, chickadees, 
finches, bluebirds and nutcrackers, plus a lively variety of wild ducks. 

It is said above that Colorado's mountaineering past offers some 
unique aspects; indeed, where else in the world have animals been the 
first to climb the higher peaks ? Further, only now are we learning 
about the earlier ascents by the native Indians, for in Colorado, as in 
some districts of the Andes, the red man was the forerunner. 

Nineteenth-century surveyors who established high stations in the 
Sawatch and San Juan peaks found themselves often beaten by brown 
bears, who had reached the mountain tops before them; it was not a 
matter of one or two isolated coincidences, but cases numerous enough to 
justify the designation of the brown bear as a pioneer alpinist in the 
Colorado Rockies. 

The American brown bear, locally called the 'grizzly' (not to be 
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confounded with the dangerous large brown bear of North America), is 
a rather heavy animal, averaging 700 lbs. in weight, that inhabits large 
regions of the United States. American surveyors like Lieutenants 
Marshall and Rhoda often gave evidence of the sportive instincts of 
these animals who became competitors with themselves; some lines by 
the latter are revealing: 

'We gave up all hope of ever beating the bear climbing mountains. 
Several times before, when, after terribly difficult and dangerous 
climbs, we had secretly chuckled over our having outwitted Bruin at 
last, some of the tribe had suddenly jumped up not far from us and 
taken to their heels over the loose rocks. Mountain sheep we have 
beaten in fair competition, but the bear was "one too many for us".' 

Two illustrative cases can be added; one peak was given the name of 
Mount Oso ('bear', in Spanish), to honour a forerunner; and Lieutenant 
Rhoda, in some difficult steps, resorted to following the traces made by 
bear claws on the rocks in order to complete the ascent of Trinchera 
Peak (13,546 ft.). 

A number of Indian tribes lived on both slopes of the Rockies: Utes, 
Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Shoshonis, Comanches and others. Two great 
peaks of Colorado are definitely proved to have been occupied by Indians: 
Long's Peak and Sierra Blanca, both over 14,ooo ft. On the first, it is 
recorded that Indians had inhabited its top in order to trap eagles; on the 
second, it was used, more likely, as a watch-tower and signal station. 
It is therefore possible that almost any peak of Colorado may have been 
ascended by Indians. 

It must be said that Colorado peaks are technically easy to climb; often 
there is a number of easy routes to the tops, particularly on the western 
tundra slopes, although this is not the rule. Almost any peak may have 
a difficult side or face and some isolated peaks may need experienced 
parties, but these are few. Most peaks can be ascended by a route that is 
only a fairly steep mountain-side hike. 

Thus it is not surprising to learn that, after the 'grizzly' and the 
Indian, came the miner; that the miners climbed a number of high peaks 
is certain, but it is very likely that they did not ascend the sharper peaks 
of the Indian, Elk and San Juan groups. It is known that at least six 
14,ooo-ers and a number of lesser summits have been ascended by 
miners, early settlers and even trappers, and that their ascents were left 
in writing. But a number of assumed ascents may have been left unrecor
ded. The contribution of the miner was also even more important in 
other aspects: opening of high mountain trails, lumbering and mining, 
mountain nomenclature, and legends and traditions; all these form part 
of Colorado's past. 

As the West was being opened by the miner, the scientists came on 
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their heels; the famed scenery and wild life of the American West 
brought men of science like the Swede Per Axel Rydberg and the Briton 
Sir J oseph Dalton Hooker, botanists; the latter made an early ascent of 
Sierra Blanca in I 877. Other distinguished travellers were the Irish 
alpinist John Ball, who seems to have made no ascents, and the American 
explorers Zebulon Pike and J. W. Gunnison, and the geologist W. H. 
Brewer. 

Explorers and surveyors were the first to accomplish sustained 
mountaineering; the 1806 attempt on Pikes Peak by the then Lieutenant 
Pike is well known in American history. Major Stephen Long's ex
pedition succeeded in ascending the mountain in I82o. But the really 
important ascents were not to come until I873, when the Hayden, King, 
Powell and Wheeler commissions explored and surveyed Colorado, 
producing superb reports and topography works. The Hayden survey is 
the most important; it has been said that he and his men made stations 
on most of the high peaks of the state; the more active of these surveyors 
were Gannett, Rhoda, Wilson and the photographer J ackson. More 
peaks were ascended also by the Wheeler commission after I874; some 
of the peaks climbed were technically not too easy and they had to be 
ascended with the burden of instruments, books, tents and supplies. 
Among the good climbs done by the surveyors are Mount Sne:ffels 
(I4,150 ft.) and Castle Peak (I4,265 ft.). 

Some of these surveyors laid the base for a mountain club; the Rocky 
Mountain Climbing Club was founded in I894· Mountaineers like F. 
Chapin, P. Hagerman and Enos Mills had conducted in the early I9oo's 
a number of technical climbs of importance.1 The Colorado Mountain 
Club, founded in I9I2, has grown to include ten sections and to issue 
a number of periodical publications, plus its organ, Trail and Timber line, 
bi-monthly. Some members of this institution ranked in their time as 
some of the good mountaineers of this country: Albert Ellingwood, 
Carl Blaurock, Melvin Griffith, Dwight Lavender and Carleton Long. 

Between 19I6 and I934 these mountaineers completed the conquest of 
the more difficult rock peaks of the Elk, San Juan and Sangre de Cristo 
ranges, and opened new routes in the Sawatch. The celebrated Lizard 
Head (I 3, I 56 ft.) was won by Ellingwood, a first class climber. and 
Barton Hoag, in I92o. The Gore and Tenmile ranges were not explored 
until I940. At present, the search for new routes is the great interest. 
Of course, Long's Peak, which rises well above its neighbours inN orthern 
Colorado, is one of the main attractions; its vertical East face was finally 

1 Mr. Percy Thomas, a member of the Alpine Club, ascended in I 8go what he 
thought to be Mount Wilson, in the San Juan .. range; his account, published in 

-· A.J. I5. 480-<)I, is very flattering to Colorado. It was ascertained in I9JO that 
he had not climbed Mount Wilson, but its rocky neighbour, which local mount
aineers later denominated El Diente (Tooth), I 4, I 59 ft. high. 

3 
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climbed in August, r g6o, by the Diamond route ( direttissima); the 
effort, accomplished by the Californians, Robert Kamps and David 
Rearick, took three days, of which twenty-nine hours were spent in 
actual climbing. New variations of this route have been opened since. 
Other remarkable routes have been opened on La Plata, Sierra Blanca, 
Sneffels and Lone Eagle. From the standpoint of rock quality, however, 
the steep walls of canyons yield much better technical climbing than the 
high mountains; rock of excellent quality is found almost everywhere in 
Colorado, particularly in the Flatirons, the imposing backdrop of the 
university town of Boulder, and the valleys of Glenwood Springs and 
Idaho Springs. 

Mountain climbing in Colorado today is a rather simple affair; the 
mountains are seldom more than thirty miles away from any major city 
and can be reached by pretty good roads, some of which are kept open 
all the year round, in spite of heavy snowfalls. The best climbing areas 
are reached from the towns on the eastern seaboard; Estes Park provides 
access to the Rocky Mountain National Park, Boulder and Denver to the 
Front range; the western seaboard is reached from Denver through some 
high passes (up to r2,ooo ft.) and via the town of Aspen (a famous ski 
centre) for the Elks, and the towns of Leadville and Buena Vista for the 
Sawatch, while Pueblo, Durango and Montrose are good starting points 
for the ranges of Southern Colorado. The university town of Boulder 
offers the added attraction of having three factories of mountaineering 
supplies and easy access to some excellent rock climbing areas. Cars can 
reach as high as ro,soo ft. in most places; the remaining distance, usually 
about five or six miles, can be covered on foot through trails opened by 
the U.S. Forest Service; timberline is reached at about rr,soo ft. and 
from there, climbing or hiking is done via slopes of broken rocks, boulders 
or scree; snowfields are seldom encountered. Glaciers are almost non
existent, the largest one being Arapahoe, which has an area of only one 
square mile. The mountains can be visited all year round, although the 
more difficult faces are not in climbing condition from November to 
May; depending upon the year, the actual climbing season begins in 
June and lasts until November. In June, the snowpack may average 
15 ft. thick, but in early autumn the mountains are bare, displaying 
their incredible colours, in beautiful contrast with the gold-tinted aspen 
forests. Summers are usually stormy, bringing rain in the afternoon 
after spectacular and dreaded electric storms. The snows arrive by late 
October and temperature then remains consistently below freezing, 
reaching its lowest in December and January. 

The Rockies of Colorado may appeal to the mountaineer in a number 
of ways; some may find the canyon walls more challenging than the high 
peaks; some may find the barrenness of the mountains rather repulsive ; 
some may think that their real attraction ·lies in the wonderful wild life 
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and valley scenery. The writer feels that a better appraisal is gained by 
knowing these ranges through the four seasons of the year. Some books 
of our youth have made us familiar with a northern land of tall peaks and 
a free wild life: the prose of J ames Oliver Curwood and Jack London, and 
the poetry of Robert W. Service. In Colorado such a land materialises 
and it is within striking distance from home. 

The Indian Peaks in I965 
The student-mountaineer who enrols in the Boulder campus of the 

University of Colorado has the chance of his life; for this institution has 
a portion of the Front range within easy travel, enough to allow a climb, 
say, over I3,ooo ft. in a day or in a weekend; this portion of the Front 
range includes the Rocky Mountain National Park and a row of I2,ooo 
and I3,ooo footers known as Indian Peaks; the latter are composed of 
some twenty-five rock tops, with gentle tundra slopes on the western side 
and steep walls looking out on the eastern forests. The highest is 
Arapahoe Peak, I3,505 ft. and the lowest are some unnamed rock peaks 
rising at the head of the Middle Saint V rain river, still over I2,ooo ft. 
They all run along the continental divide, roughly from north to south, 
but two of them, Kiowa (I3,276 ft.) and Mount Audubon (I3,226 ft.) 
stand well apart on the eastern seaboard and offer magnificent view
points. On the valleys west of the divide there are several remarkable 
rock points, of which Lone Eagle, a mere I I ,900 ft., is the most famous, 
because of its bold spire and its prominent position above Crater Lake. 

The mountaineering history of these peaks is rather short and still not 
well studied; apparently, the first recorded ascent was that of Arapahoe 
Peak by the German E. Andre and the Hungarians J. Bartz and J. Baer, 
all three prospectors, in September, I 86o; they reported their climb as 
that of Long's Peak, which is actually sixteen miles to the north, and 
described the ascent as 'very dangerous and very difficult and very hard 
work'. Between I9oo and I9I7, Dr. Arnold Emch, from Switzerland, 
methodically ascended most of the peaks; some of them, perhaps, were 
new routes, and one at least, Paiute Horn (I2,979 ft.), was a first ascent. 

The Indian Peaks are rather low and unimportant, but they carry some 
of the few ice-fields of the state, they are rugged in form, in great contrast 
with the higher peaks of Colorado, and they are connected to local 
history and tradition; a number of them bear the names of Indian 
tribes, warriors and early settlers. 

My introduction to the Indian Peaks was gradual; firstly, from the 
classroom windows I used to gaze often at Arapahoe Peak and found the 
sight distracting. Short trips to the valleys in winter and spring proved 
that these peaks deserved all that had been said about them. 

The winter of I 96 5 stayed long in Colorado and brought to the Rockies 
some of the largest amounts of snow ever recorded; the sun, betraying · 
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Colorado's traditional sunshine, did not show often. A small group of 
university students had been eagerly waiting for both the end of the 
school year and the coming of good weather. At last they did come and 
simultaneously. It was not until mid-June that the Indian Peaks showed 
sharply outlined in white against a cloudless sky, and there was in the 
pine-scented air that unmistakable sign that good weather had at last 
come. And who, on such an occasion, could fail to heed the call of the 
mountain poet Arthur Chapman ? 

It's time to pack the bacon and the flour and the beans, 
It's time to roll the tarpaulin and to choose a suit of jeans; 
The big snow-caps are melting, and the streams are calling clear, 
It's time to go a-prospecting, to wander far from here ... 

In a clear morning, five students left for Brainard Lake, a road terminal 
and starting point for many trips; we had previously hoped to climb 
Kiowa Peak, but upon learning that it was within the area restricted by 
the city's water supply, we changed O}-lr plans for Pawnee Peak, a 12,943 
ft. high dome rising five miles east of Brainard Lake. The solidity of the 
snow in the cold morning showed the advantage of early starts, for 
Colorado sunshine can become quite strong. We marched past the 
string of beautiful lakes that nest in the valley, the South Saint V rain, and 
followed some patches of the trail that leads to Pawnee Pass ( 10,541 ft. ). 
Most of the trek, however, was over the snowpack, which lay 10ft. deep 
and was to last until early August. Upon reaching Pawnee Pass, located 
between our mountain and an unnamed peak at 12,967 ft., we found the 
going easier and more pleasant, since we had on one hand the peaks, 
valleys and plains of the eastern prairies, and on the other the western 

_ slopes, more arid, but wonderfully coloured warm brown and purple, 
mostly rolling hills, except where interrupted by lesser snow ranges. On 
the top we found a plastic cylinder, containing the summit book, whose 
records showed that Pawnee Peak, in spite of its lower elevation and its 
rather hidden position, is well patronised. The descent was mostly on 
snow-slopes softened by the warmth of the afternoon, the whole trip 
having taken only about ten hours. 

I returned to the South V rain valley several times. I have mentioned 
the unnamed peak south of Pawnee Pass; the map gave its height as 
12,967 ft. I wondered why this peak, so prominently seen from any 
place along the valley had remained unnamed. 

Early in August, with a fellow student, Carlos de Onfs, I reached the 
pass again; six weeks previously we had found deep snow; now, the 
mountains exposed their barren surface, although the slopes below the 
pass were covered by gentians, forget-me-nots and moss pink. From 
the pass we marched along the ridge, astride on the divide, very easy 

· going, and finally found the 20 ft. high fop rock tower, the only place 
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which demanded actual climbing; there was a massive cairn on it, but no 
records. On one rock was attached a tape, on \vhich there was \Vritten 
an illegible name, recording an ascent of the very steep South-east face, 
which falls abruptly to the sources of the Saint V rain river and partially 
encloses an ice-field named Isabelle glacier. We added a few rocks to 
the already tall cairn and deposited inside it a summit book, in \vhich \Ve 
stated the name we had chosen for the peak. I had done enough reading 
to see that the name of the Shoshonis, a tribe of fierce highlanders that 
once populated the north-west corner of Colorado, was missing among 
the Indian Peaks, and accordingly we chose it to be Shoshoni Peak. 

A few weeks later I set out to another unnamed point of the valley; 
two Californian youths, Axel and Helmut Bachmann, and I, had chosen 
Peak 12,466 ft., one mile east of Pawnee Peak and two miles north of 
Isabelle Lake. The climb, easy, \vas hindered by strong \vinds and a 
couple of deep gashes in the summit ridge. On the top we found no 
cairn, but a few rocks arranged with more care than nature usually 
disposes. We were not, therefore, the first; we built up a small cairn and 
left another book, with a name for the peak, Little Pawnee, the obvious 
choice, since it is well dominated by the big Pawnee, that crowns the 
ridge. 

The autumn of 1965 was snowy and cold; fresh snow did not melt 
away, but remained on the frozen ground. One afternoon I climbed a 
forested slope and sighted the Indian Peaks; although the snows were 
still a month away, the peaks were already in the dead of winter, looking 
pure white and as impressive as any Andean giant. I glanced with a 
certain pride to Shoshoni Peak, no longer a mere cypher on the map, and 
with greed to unclimbed ridges on Kiowa and Ogalalla; they represented 
a promise of adventure for another season to come. 
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